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ABSTRACT 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is emerging as an important 
application area for time series statistical analysis and data mining 

of time series. As the volume of sensor data is high, time series 

analysis of sensor data is a problem of processing large datasets. 

Moreover, the IoT platforms have to simultaneously process 

multiple jobs on the same infrastructure. Processing such large 
datasets requires large amount of memory. To alleviate this 

problem, we propose use of incremental algorithms. Incremental 

algorithms can be used for both batch and streaming applications. 

In this paper, we show an incremental algorithm for an example 

time series analysis algorithm viz. autoregression. We describe a 
memory efficient autoregression algorithm and show the memory 

footprint reduction achieved by using this incremental algorithm.   

CCS Concepts 

• Information systems➝ Information systems applications    

Keywords 

large dataset, time series analysis, incremental algorithm, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of processing large datasets is being addressed in 

current research. However, Big Data processing infrastructure 

proposed by most research involves extensive deployment of 
hardware with high memory requirements. At the same time, the 

Internet of Things (IoT) is emerging as an important application 

area for analytics. IoT platforms store time series data from 

sensors. The time series data is of the form <timestamp, value> 

where timestamp is the time of measurement and value is the 
measurement value. With the rapid proliferation of sensors, the 

volume, velocity and variety of sensor data is high, and hence, 

analysis of such data is a challenge. 

 

 

Different types of analysis may need to be performed on such 

large time series data. These analyses may be categorized as 1) 

time series statistical analysis, 2) time series data mining analysis 

and 3) time series search. Examples of the first category of 
analysis are moving average, autocorrelation function, auto-

regression analysis, linear regression etc. Examples of the second 

category of analysis include frequent pattern analysis. The third 

category of analysis involves looking for user-specified patterns in 

the time series data. We focus primarily on the first category of 
time series analysis in this paper. 

As mentioned earlier, most Big Data infrastructure assumes 

availability of large main memory whether it is on one machine or 

distributed on multiple machines. However, for the IoT platforms, 

a relatively large number of customers need to be served on the 
same infrastructure. A large number of batch jobs from multiple 

customers need to be run at the same time on the infrastructure. 

Also, for streaming applications, it is not feasible to store all 

observations in memory. One of the ways to mitigate this high 
resource requirement is to use incremental algorithms. These 

algorithms process data in chunks known as windows. As a result, 

the runtime memory overheads are lower than would happen if all 

the data were first loaded into memory. The standard statistical 

packages such as R do not provide incremental algorithms, so 
developers tend to use the non-incremental version which loads 

the data into memory. Moreover, incremental algorithms are a 

good fit for streaming applications. The unique contribution of 

this paper is an incremental algorithm for autoregression with 

relatively low memory footprint. Autoregression is a widely used 
technique for forecasting based on time series data. In 

autoregression, the value of a time series data point depends on 

past few values of the time series as follows: 

𝑋𝑡 =  𝛼1𝑋𝑡 −1 +  𝛼2𝑋𝑡−2 +  … +  𝛼𝑘𝑋𝑡 −𝑘 +  𝑐 + 𝑒𝑡  

where Xt is the value of the time series at time t, αi are some 

constants, c is an intercept (a constant) and et is a white noise 

term. The autoregression algorithm computes the coefficients αi 

given some observed data points. Once these coefficients are 
computed, they can be used to forecast future values of the time 

series. For example, suppose the values X t to Xt-k+1 are known. 

Then the expected value of Xt+1 can be predicted to be (ignoring 

the white noise term, whose expectation is zero): 

𝑋𝑡 +1 =  𝛼1𝑋𝑡 +  𝛼2𝑋𝑡−1 +  … +  𝛼𝑘𝑋𝑡−𝑘+1 +  𝑐 

Another contribution of this paper is to show the memory 

footprint reduction. We show examples of memory footprint 

reduction for incremental autoregression.  Note that while 
parallelization of these algorithms would need to be done using 
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technologies such as Map Reduce [4], the task nodes will need 

lower memory since incremental algorithms are used. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work is 
presented in Section 2, a programming model of incremental 

algorithms in Section 3. Some related areas are briefly explained 

in Section 4. The problem statement is explained in Section 5. 

Solution overview is presented in Section 6. Section 7 explains 

autoregression and Section 8 presents solution for  autoregression. 
The experimental setup, results and analyses are presented in 

Sections 9, 10 and 11. Section 12 concludes the paper while 

Section 13 presents future work. 

2. RELATED WORK 
In this section, we mention some examples of incremental 

algorithms.  

A relevant application of incremental algorithms is BIRCH [1], a 

data clustering system. BIRCH uses an in-memory data structure 

called CF-tree to store a summary of the data distribution. BIRCH 

has been used in applications in image processing. An important 
consideration of BIRCH is to operate in a limited memory 

environment (i.e. the memory size is much small compared to the 

data size). In addition to memory, the I/O costs have to be 

minimized. BIRCH scans the (large) data set building a summary 

data structure which retains the characteristics of the data set, and 
then clusters the summary. As a result, it is able to cluster with 

only a single pass on the dataset. Our implementation of 

autoregression is also single-pass. 

[2] outlines various incremental algorithms for finding likely 

invariants in a program. An invariant is a property that holds at 

specific program points (For example, that “a=b*c at the 
beginning of function foo(a,b,c)”) A number of test cases are run 

and the set of possible invariants is checked and based on the 

checking, some of the invariants are discarded. This is an 

interesting application of incremental algorithms. The set of 

invariants that are so far not falsified by test data can be 
considered as a model which the incremental algorithm maintains. 

As each sample of test case data arrives, certain facts in the model 

are falsified and the model is appropriately modified. Different 

algorithms are compared: a multi-pass algorithm, a naive simple 

incremental algorithm, a bottom-up and a top-down algorithm. 

The bottom-up incremental algorithm performed the best.  

[7] describes an algorithm, IHDR, for incrementally constructing 
regression trees for machine learning. It is useful for learning 

from sequential streams of information such as video streams. 

Instead of reading the whole information in batch fashion, it 

learns frame by frame, updating the learned model and then 

discarding the frame. The reason it is useful is that it can be used 
where the total data is very large to be stored, and because 

updating the regression tree is faster than constructing it from the 

whole data every time - thus the tree can be used within a short 

time after a new frame is processed. However, IHDR is expected 

to have more errors than a batch learning systems because of the 
restriction that all the training data is not presented at once to the 

system. The paper does not talk specifically about the memory 

reduction, although it is implied. Other examples of incremental 

algorithms can be obtained in [5]. 

3. INCREMENTAL ALGORITHM 

PROGRAMMING MODEL 
In this section, we present a programming model for incremental 

algorithms. The model is depicted in Figure 1. The steps of an 

incremental algorithm are depicted below as Algorithm 

IncrementalAlgo. The algorithm reads data items from an input 

data source and stores it in a window. The window essentially 

maintains a history of past N input data items. Once data is read 
(using the readNext() method shown in Figure 1), the algorithm 

processes the data consulting a model (an in-memory data 

structure). It may write or update the model as new data comes in. 

 

Figure 1. Incremental Algorithm programming model. 

This processing is done by the process() method. After the 
processing is complete, the algorithm calls the writeNext method 

to emit an output which is sent to the output data sink. After this, 

the algorithm loops back to the first step (reading data items). 

When the client of the algorithm initiates the algorithm, it 

provides a readNext method and also specifies a writeNext 

method.  

The steps of the algorithm are as given below. 

Algorithm IncrementalAlgo 

done = false 

while (not done) 

{ 

Read next item from input source calling readNext() method 

The data item read (X) is placed in the window W 

Process data item X and produce output data item Y by consulting 

and updating the model 

Write data item Y to the output data source calling the writeNext 

method  

Remove oldest item from W 

If X is the last data item then done = True  

} 

The input data source could be a file i.e. disk, network or a 
database. The output data sink can also be a file, network or 

database. 

For resource constrained environments, the window size should 

be adjusted according to the available memory, if allowed by the 

specific algorithm. Note also, that there are time overheads of 

reading and writing I/O operations. Hence sometimes it is 

advisable to read or write more than one item at a time (i.e. 
buffering), to reduce the overheads. This comes at the price of 

some extra memory. 

Note that incremental algorithms are a good fit for both streaming 

and batch applications. In streaming applications a model is built 

from the incoming data and this model is refined based on input 

data. The entire data need not be stored as the model captures the 

features of the data. For batch applications also, data can be 
brought into memory in chunks; thus the total memory 

requirement is reduced. 



4. BATCH PROCESSING, ONLINE 

ALGORITHMS, ONE PASS ALGORITHMS 
Batch processing involves running a set of “jobs” which are 

essentially computer programs which require no manual 
intervention [3]. All data is made available to the batch programs 

at the start of the batch processing. Typically, a user “submits” a 

batch and the user get a token. Once the batch processing is over, 

the user submits the token and gets a report of the results of the 

processing. 

In contrast, online algorithms do not have access to all the data; 

rather, the data is sent sequentially, and results may also be 

generated in an online fashion.  

One-pass algorithms scan an input data item only once. These 

algorithms are suitable where it is costly to maintain “old” items 

in memory or revisit already scanned items. This class of 

algorithms is also good for programs that must scan the entire 

large data set: scanning more than once would be costly if items 
seen a long time ago have to be scanned again. This could mean 

storing a large window, which would be costly. On the other hand, 

in one-pass algorithms, the window size is typically small. 

5. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The broad problem is to reduce memory footprint of IoT analytics 

programs. Specifically we demonstrate the benefits of the 

application of the incremental autoregression algorithm in 

processing time series data in the Internet of Things domain. 

6. SOLUTION – INCREMENTAL 

ALGORITHMS IN IoT ANALYTICS 
Existing frameworks such as RHadoop pose the large data 

analytics problem as a Map Reduce problem. This is done as Map 

Reduce simplifies the process of parallelizing the task among 

several task nodes. The parallelization reduces the total time taken 
to process the job. The benefit of incremental algorithms lies in 

their application in the worker nodes. They  enable leaner (smaller) 

machines to process the workload at the worker nodes. There will 

also be potential for running more jobs at the same time, if the 

memory consumption is lower. Our observation has been that 
using incremental algorithms reduces memory footprint. In the 

following sections we describe one example of incremental 

algorithms (autoregression) and demonstrate their memory 

efficiency through experimental study. 

7. AUTOREGRESSION 
In this section we describe autoregression. In some cases, the 

value of a time series at a given point may be dependent on 

previous values of the time series. To illustrate: 

𝑋𝑡 =  𝛼1𝑋𝑡 −1 +  𝛼2𝑋𝑡−2 +  … +  𝛼𝑘𝑋𝑡−𝑘 +  𝑐 + 𝑤𝑡  .. Eqn(1) 

where Xt is the value of the time series at time t, αi are some 

constants, c is an intercept term (also a constant) and w t is an error 

term. “k” is referred to as the “order” of the regression. The goal 
of an autoregression algorithm is, given a set of time series 

observations, find the values of the αi and c. 

8. SOLUTION FOR REGULAR AND 

INCREMENTAL AUTOREGRESSION 
In this section, we present solutions for incremental and regular 

(non-incremental) autoregression. 

8.1 Regular (non-incremental) autoregression 
The steps of the algorithm are as follows: 

1. Read the time series 

2. If the time series is unevenly spaced, convert it to evenly 

spaced time series 
3. Compute the autoregression coefficients by passing the time 

series to e.g. R’s autoregression function, “ar” (e.g. using the 

“ordinary least squares” method) 

As the entire time series is read in, the memory requirement is 

O(S), where S is the size of the time series. 

8.2 Incremental autoregression 
In this section, we first present the methodology for incremental 

autoregression, and then present the algorithm. 

8.2.1 Methodology for Incremental Autoregression 
Given the equation (1) our approach is to minimize the sum of the 

squared error wt. 

Suppose there are t observations. Then we have a set of equations: 

𝑥 =  𝛼1𝑥𝑡−1 +  𝛼2𝑥𝑡−2 +  … +  𝛼𝑘𝑥𝑡−𝑘 +  𝑐 + 𝑤𝑡  

𝑥𝑡 −1 =  𝛼1𝑥𝑡−2 +  𝛼2𝑥𝑡−2 +  … +  𝛼𝑘𝑥𝑡 −𝑘−1 +  𝑐 + 𝑤𝑡−1 

… 

𝑥𝑡 −𝑖 =  𝛼1𝑥𝑡 −𝑖−1 +  𝛼2𝑥𝑡−𝑖−2 +  … +  𝛼𝑘𝑥𝑡−𝑖−𝑘 +  𝑐 + 𝑤𝑡 −1 

𝑥𝑘+1 =  𝛼1𝑥𝑘 +  𝛼2𝑥𝑘−1 +  … +  𝛼𝑘𝑥1 +  𝑐 + 𝑤𝑘+1 

Here k is the order of the autoregression. Then the sum of the 

squared error is: 

∑ (𝑥𝑡−𝑖 − 𝛼1𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1 − ⋯ − 𝛼𝑘𝑥𝑡 −𝑖−𝑘 − 𝑐)2

𝑡−𝑘−1

𝑖=0

 

Differentiating wrt α1 and setting equal to zero and simplifying we 

get: 

𝛼1 ∑ 𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1
2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑘 ∑ 𝑥𝑡− 𝑖− 𝑘𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1 + 𝑐 ∑ 𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1

𝑡− 𝑘− 1

𝑖=0

𝑡−𝑘−1

𝑖=0

𝑡− 𝑘− 1

𝑖=0

=  ∑ 𝑥𝑡− 𝑖𝑥𝑡−𝑖− 1

𝑡−𝑘−1

𝑖=0

 

Finally, differentiating wrt α2 … αk and c and setting equal to 

zero we get a set of simultaneous equations of the form A*B = C 

where, 

 

 

A = [
∑ 𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1

2𝑡−𝑘−1
𝑖=0 … ∑ 𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1

𝑡−𝑘−1
𝑖=0

… … …
∑ 𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1

𝑖=𝑡−𝑘−1
𝑖=0 … ∑ 1𝑡−𝑘−1

𝑖=0

]   

B =[

𝛼1
…
𝑐

]    and C=[
∑ 𝑥𝑡−𝑖𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1

𝑡−𝑘−1
𝑖=0

…
∑ 𝑥𝑡−𝑖

𝑡−𝑘−1
𝑖=0

] 

From the matrix A obtained previously, we observe from the first 

row of the A matrix that: 

A[1,1] = 𝑥𝑘
2 + 𝑥𝑘+1

2 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−1
2  

A[1,2] = 𝑥𝑘−1𝑥𝑘 + 𝑥𝑘𝑥𝑘+1 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−2𝑥𝑡−1 

A[1,k] = 𝑥1𝑥𝑘 + 𝑥2𝑥𝑘+1 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−𝑘𝑥𝑡 −1 

A[1,k+1] = 𝑥𝑘 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡 −1 

We observe that: 



 A[1,1] is a convolution of the x values with a shifted version 

of itself with shift of 0 (thus leading to a sum of squares) and 
starts from xk 

 A[1,2] is a convolution of the x values with a shifted version 

of itself with shift 1 starting from xk 

 A[1,k] is a convolution of the x values with a shifted version 
of itself with shift (k-1) and starts from xk 

 A[1,k+1] is a sum of the x values and starts from xk 

We now examine the second row of the matrix: 

A[2,1] = 𝑥𝑘−1𝑥𝑘 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−2𝑥𝑡 −1 

A[2,2] =𝑥𝑘−1
2 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−2

2  

A[2,k] =𝑥1𝑥𝑘−1 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−𝑘𝑥𝑡 −2 

A[2,k+1] =𝑥𝑘−1 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−2 

We observe that: 

 A[2,1] is a convolution of x values with a shifted version of 
itself with shift 1 and starting from xk 

 A[2,2] is a convolution of x values with a shifted version of 

itself with shift 0 and starting from xk-1 

 A[2,k] is a convolution of x values with a shifted version of 
itself with shift k-2 and starting from xk-1 

 A[2,k+1] is a sum of x values and starting from xk-1 

We now examine the (k+1)th row of the matrix: 

A[k+1,1] = 𝑥𝑘 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−1 

A[k+1,2] = 𝑥𝑘−1 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−2 

A[k+1,k] = 𝑥1 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−𝑘 

A[k+1,k+1] = 1 + ⋯ + 1 (𝑡 − 𝑘)𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 

The following pattern emerges from the observations above:  

 Each element of the matrix A is a sum of (t-k) elements 

 The elements in column k+1are sums, not convolutions 

 The elements in row (k+1) are all sums of x values, except 

for column (k+1) which is a sum of 1’s 

The convolutions can be characterized by two parameters: shift d 

and start offset s (For example A[1,1] is a convolution with d=0, 

and s=k). The convolution is denoted by the function conv(d,s) 

Similarly, it may be noted for the C matrix: 

C[1,1] = conv(1,k+1) 

C[2,1] = conv(2,k+1) 

… 

C[k,1] = conv(k,k+1) 

C[k+1,1] = xk+1 + … + xt (i.e. sum(k+1)) 

Here, we use a function sum(i) which is the sum of t-k x values 
starting from xi. We also define a function count for computing 

the A[k+1,k+1] which simply returns t-k. 

8.2.2 Algorithm for incremental autoregression 
Based on the observations in the previous section, we arrive at the 

algorithm for incremental autoregression. In this incremental 

algorithm, the model is a set of convolutions of x with itself, 

denoted by an array D, where: 

D[0] is a convolution of x with itself with a shift of 0 i.e.: 

D[0] = x1
2 + x2

2 + … + xt
2 

Similarly, 

D[1] = x1x2 + …. + xt-1xt 

… 

D[k-1] = x1xk + …. + xt-k+1xt 

The (k+1)th column of each row of the A matrix is a sum. Thus 

we maintain a sum, sum_values, of the all the x values seen so far. 

The (k+1)th column of the (k+1)th row is a count of the number 

of x values i.e. the number of data points. We maintain this in a 

variable called count. 

The algorithm for incremental autoregression is thus: 

1. Read in an x value. (For I/O optimization a block of x values 

may be read in and a single value from the x values may be 

used in the following steps) 
2. For each value x, update the D array  

3. Add the x value to the sum_values variable 

4. Increment the count variable by 1 

5. If there are more x values go to 1. Otherwise, go to 6 

6. Compute the element A[i,j] using the conv function, sum 
function or count function according to the values of i and j, 

as can be inferred from the previous observations. 

7. Compute the element C[i] using the conv function or sum 

function, as inferred from the previous observations 

8. Solve the simultaneous equations A*B = C to obtain B using 

the formula: A-1C 

The values of the vector B are the coefficients of the 

autoregression. 

Note that the conv function can be computed from the D array. 

We show with an example. Note: 

A[1,1] =  𝑥𝑘
2 + 𝑥𝑘+1

2 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑡−1
2  

= (x1
2 + x2

2 + … + xt
2) – (x1

2 + x2
2 + … + xk-1

2) – (xt
2) 

= D[0] - (x1
2 + x2

2 + … + xk-1
2) – (xt

2) 

Thus the conv values may be obtained from D values by 

subtracting the sum of some initial elements (called “lowconv”, 
here the sum of x1

2 upto xk-1
2 ) and the sum of some final elements 

(called “highconv”, here xt
2 ). Thus, 

conv(…) = D[…] – lowconv – highconv 

As the conv() is a sum of t-k values and D is a sum of t values, if 
the D array is pre-computed as in our algorithm, then computing 

conv() involves t – (t-k) additions i.e. k additions and 2 

subtractions. Thus conv is an O(k) operation. 

Note that the sum(i) values can be computed in a similar fashion 

using the following: 

sum(…) = sum_values – lowsum – highsum  

(For example, referring to the expression for C[k+1], sum(k+1) = 

sum_values – lowsum – highsum, where sum_values = x1 + … + 

xt, lowsum = x1 + … + xk and highsum is 0) 

This also involves k additions and 2 subtractions (note that 

sum_values is already pre-computed) and thus is an O(k) 

operation. 

Computational Complexity analysis: 

When a new x value comes in, the k D values have to be updated 

which is an O(k) operation. The sum_values and count variables 
have to be updated which are O(1) operations. Overall, updating 

the model (which is the D array) is an O(k) operation. For the 

batch case, as there are t x values, the updation of the model takes 

O(kt) time. As the t value could be large, O(kt) is the dominant 

term. 



The remaining computation when all the D values have been 

computed involves: 

1. Computing the conv function for each row of A except for 

the (k+1)th row and for each column except for the (k+1)th 

column. This can be seen to be: O(k2) conv computations 
thus leading to a complexity of O(k3) (since each conv 

computation is O(k)) 

2. For the (k+1)th column of the first k rows, sum function 

would have to be called. Similarly for the (k+1)th row except 

for the (k+1)th column, sum functions would have to be 
called. These two computations together would be O(k2).  

3. There would be a call to count function which is already pre-

computed and hence is O(1). 

4. The process of solving the simultaneous equations would 

take O(k3) in total, using e.g. Gaussian elimination. 

For the streaming case, coefficients could be computed 
periodically (the complexity per step (or “tick”) being O(k3)) and 

in the other steps, only the model is updated (O(k) complexity). 

Alternative algorithm and complexity: 

The alternative to this algorithm would be to constantly update the 
A matrix and C matrix when any value comes in. The A matrix 

has (k+1) rows and columns i.e. a total of O(k2) elements. Each 

value coming in can potentially update each element of the 

matrix, which involves a total of O(k2) computations for each 

iteration. The C matrix has (k+1) rows and 1 column i.e. O(k) 
elements, and thus in each iteration O(k) computations are 

required to update the C matrix. Thus the dominant term is O(k2) 

per iteration. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm only 

updates k D values in each iteration, for a total of O(k) 

computations in each iteration.  

Memory complexity analysis: 

There are three matrices to be maintained: A which is 

(k+1)*(k+1), B which is (k*1), C which is (k*1), giving a total of 

O(k2) memory. 

In addition, the model includes the O(k) D array and the O(1) 

sum_values and count variables. 

8.2.3 Order estimation 
In autoregression algorithms, one of the requirement is to estimate 

the value of “k”, the order of the autoregression. We have adopted 

the technique described in [6] using AIC (Akaike’s Information 
Criterion). We did not modify the method, since we did not see 

opportunities to make it incremental as well, and that order 

estimation was done on a small subset of the data. 

9. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The experiments were conducted to validate the hypothesis that 

the incremental autoregression algorithm consumes less memory. 

The experiments were conducted on a Windows 7 virtual machine 

with Intel Core I5 2.67 GHz CPU and 1 GB of RAM. R 3.0.3 was 

used as the programming platform, and the algorithms were 
implemented as R scripts. Both CPU time and memory were 

measured and are reported in the results section. Memory was 

measured using a script that was run while the algorithm was 

running. CPU was measured by reporting the starting time just 

before the script was run and the ending time just after the 

algorithm completed. 

For autoregression, we synthesized three autoregressive data sets 
(100K,500K and 1M) containing 100000, 500000 and 1 million 

data points respectively. 

10. RESULTS 
The results for memory consumption are presented in graphs in 

Figure 2 and Table 1. 

The results for CPU time are presented in graphs in Figure 3 and 

Table 2. 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of consumed memory for 

autoregression 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of execution times for autoregression 

 

Table 1. Memory usage comparison (in MB) 

Benchmark Autoregression 
Incremental 

Autoregression 

100K 33.29 21.72 

500K 114.37 23.51 

1M 216.18 25.1 

 

Table 2. CPU time comparison (seconds) 

Benchmark Autoregression 
Incremental 

Autoregression 

100K 6.87 22.8 

500K 41.41 91.49 

1M 97.3 183.44 

 



11. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The following observations can be made from the results relating 

to memory measurements: 

1. For the incremental algorithm, the memory consumed does 

not depend on the size of the benchmark. This is because the 

window-based incremental algorithm’s memory consumption 

depends only on the window size which was kept low in the 

experiments (a buffer of 5000 elements which was read one 
data point at a time). The memory consumption does not 

depend on the input size, as each input data item is read in 

and the processing done and then the data item is discarded. 

As a result of the fact that the memory depends only on the 

window size and not on the dataset size, tremendous memory 
footprint reduction can be obtained. 

2. There are important differences between the memory 

consumed by the regular autoregression and incremental 

autoregression algorithms (with the incremental 

autoregression taking between 34.75% and 88.38% less 
memory). 

3. The incremental algorithms for autoregression and non-

incremental algorithms differ in their CPU times, with the 

incremental algorithm taking more time. This is an area of 

future work (we suspect that we should use R vector 
operations more frequently. R vector operations are much 

faster than “for” loops). 

12. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed the use of incremental algorithms for 

time series analysis algorithms that could be used in analytics 

programs for the Internet of Things platforms. As the volume of 

sensor data is large, processing it requires heavy investment of 
infrastructure. Therefore, one of the prime concerns is to find 

ways to reduce the infrastructure requirement. Incremental 

algorithms have been shown to reduce the memory footprint of 

time series analysis, of which we have demonstrated the benefits 

for autoregression. Memory footprint reduction of up to 88% has 
been achieved by using incremental algorithms. This reduction in 

memory size will be much higher if we choose bigger data sets. 

13. FUTURE WORK 
As we have proven through experiments, incremental algorithms 

help reduce memory footprints and could potentially lead to 

optimal usage of the infrastructure. Our future work will include 

improving the CPU time consumption of the incremental 

autoregression algorithm. We will also focus on developing more 

incremental algorithms in the time series analytics domain, 

including data mining of time series. 
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